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CHAPTER XXIII
T Y experiences in Berlin and the events leading up to the present
y I war have been described in the book which I wrote on my
return from Germany.   Somebody once asked me at a public
meting why I called that book Failure of a Mission. Yet it seemed to
2 the obvious title for it.  When I went to Berlin at the end of April
37 I was convinced that Europe was drifting to catastrophe.  But
vas presumptuous enough to think, or rather to pray, that I had been
lected, under Providence, for the post for the sole purpose, for I
mid see no other, of helping to avert another world war. I based
y whole attitude, while I was in Berlin, on that presumption.
believed that to be my mission, and I failed.  The Nazi movement,
hich could have been nipped in the bud at the beginning, had been
lowed to grow from strength to strength. It might have been easy
y vigorous action to discredit it in 1935 or 1936, though even in the
tter year French resistance to the military reoccupation of the Rhine-
nd would probably only have been met by a temporary German
withdrawal—until a more favourable occasion—on the principle of
xuler pour mieux sauter.  Personally I have always felt that the
sychological moment for allied resistance to Nazism was March 1935,
/hen Hitler announced to the world that Germany was no longer
iound by the military clauses of the Versailles Treaty, would reintro-
iuce general conscription, and would rearm to the limit, with the
lational slogan of "guns instead of butter." Anyway, by 1937 all
tope or possibility of stopping Germany except by force from still
urther infractions of the Versailles Treaty had gone and, thanks to
he indifference and neglect of Parliament over many years, force was
10 longer ours to wield. Britain had been too long at the mercy of
ts wishful thinkers, vote-catching politidans, and idealists to whom
words meant everything and facts nothing; at the mercy of those who
assumed that by outlawing war it could be prevented, that British
safety was ensured by the phrase "collective security" and peace by
idealistic speeches at Geneva; at the mercy, finally, of those who,
blind to the rottenness of France, believed that all that was necessary
to intimidate the dictator was to say "No" to him, quite regardless of
the bitter fact that a German tank was not going to be stopped by a
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